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drying, and extracting. This multiple-step
procedure requires complex chemical
plants with many reactors and separation
equipment, consumes a huge amount
of energy, and generates a considerable
amount of waste chemicals along with
many safety issues.[3] These disadvantages
render the current anthraquinone technology neither energy efficient nor environmental friendly, deviating from our
pursuit for green chemistry.[4]
With the widespread use of electricity
harvest from renewable energy, electrosynthesis of chemicals are strongly
considered recently.[5] Compared with the
current anthraquinone technology, direct
electrochemical reduction of oxygen (the
oxygen reduction reaction, ORR) affords
an alternative approach to synthesis H2O2.
Concretely, oxygen is electrochemically
reduced to H2O2 through a two-electron
pathway in alkaline aqueous electrolyte at
room temperature.[6] Such electrochemical
approach uses oxygen and water as the
feedstocks and only produces hydroxyl
as the byproduct, indicating the intrinsic
environmental friendliness and high atomic efficiency. In addition, the two-electron ORR approach for H2O2 electrosynthesis
renders better safety, low cost, and easy operation at mild conditions. Therefore, electrochemical synthesis of H2O2 is strongly
considered.[1a,7]
Despite the advantages of the electrochemical synthesis of
H2O2, the reduction of oxygen is highly sluggish in kinetics.
High overpotential for oxygen reduction severely limits the
energy efficiency of H2O2 electrosynthesis.[8] More importantly,
there is a competitive four-electron pathway of oxygen reduction to undesired water. The competitive side reaction further
reduces the yield of H2O2 with a low Coulombic efficiency.[6b,9]
Therefore, it is of great significance to search electrocatalysts
with high reactivity for ORR and high selectivity to generate
H2O2.
Noble-metal-based electrocatalysts, such as platinum–mercury alloys,[10] demonstrate satisfactory performance but are
impeded from their high toxicity and earth scarcity.[11] Meanwhile, carbon-based electrocatalysts and conducting polymers
emerge as promising candidates for the electrosynthesis of
H2O2 because of their high electronic conductivity, earth abundance, mechanical and chemical stability, and versatility in
composition and structure.[12] Heteroatom doping,[13] defect

Hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) is a green oxidizer widely involved in a vast number
of chemical reactions. Electrochemical reduction of oxygen to H2O2 constitutes an environmentally friendly synthetic route. However, the oxygen reduction reaction (ORR) is kinetically sluggish and undesired water serves as the
main product on most electrocatalysts. Therefore, electrocatalysts with high
reactivity and selectivity are highly required for H2O2 electrosynthesis. In this
work, a synergistic strategy is proposed for the preparation of H2O2 electrocatalysts with high ORR reactivity and high H2O2 selectivity. A Co−Nx−C site
and oxygen functional group comodified carbon-based electrocatalyst (named
as Co–POC–O) is synthesized. The Co–POC–O electrocatalyst exhibits excellent catalytic performance for H2O2 electrosynthesis in O2-saturated 0.10 M
KOH with a high selectivity over 80% as well as very high reactivity with an
ORR potential at 1 mA cm−2 of 0.79 V versus the reversible hydrogen electrode
(RHE). Further mechanism study identifies that the Co−Nx−C sites and oxygen
functional groups contribute to the reactivity and selectivity for H2O2 electrogeneration, respectively. This work affords not only an emerging strategy to
design H2O2 electrosynthesis catalysts with remarkable performance, but also
the principles of rational combination of multiple active sites for green and
sustainable synthesis of chemicals through electrochemical processes.

Hydrogen peroxide (H2O2) constitutes one of the 100 most
important chemicals that is widely ultilized in multiple chemical processes including paper manufacturing, pharmaceutical production, and waste degradation,[1] where H2O2 serves
as an ideal environmental friendly oxidant that only generates
water as the byproduct.[2] The enormous and rapidly increasing
demand of H2O2 globally starves for sufficient, inexpensive, and
environmental friendly technologies for massive H2O2 production. Currently, the industrial manufacture of H2O2 applies the
anthraquinone oxidation/reduction technology. The anthraquinone technology starts with hydrogen and oxygen and involves
a series of processes including oxidation, hetrogenenation,
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engineering,[14] and fabrication of atomically dispersed M–Nx–C
sites (M is a transition metal atom)[15] have been intensively
investigated as effective strategies to improve the ORR reactivity
of carbon-based H2O2 electrocatalysts. Very recently, oxygen
functional groups (OFGs) are identified to sufficiently promote
the selectivity for H2O2 electrochemical synthesis through the
two-electron pathway.[9,16] Oxidative acid treatment[16,17] and
many other methods[16a,18] are employed to modify nanocarbon
with OFGs. However, high ORR reactivity and high H2O2 selectivity have rarely been simultaneously achieved. The electrocatalysts with high ORR reactivity usually afford the dominant
four-electron pathway to generate water while the electrocatalysts with high H2O2 selectivity suffer from high overpotentials
and limited current densities in most cases.[19] Therefore, there
remains a great challenge in the fabrication of electrocatalysts with both high ORR reactivity and high H2O2 selectivity.
Rational design and precise synthesis of H2O2 electrocatalysts
with high reactivity and high selectivity are highly requested.
In this contribution, a Co−Nx−C site and oxygen functional
group comodified carbon-based electrocatalyst (named as
Co–POC–O) is proposed to electrosynthesize H2O2 with high
reactivity and high selectivity. Atomic Co−Nx−C sites prove
to be effective in many cases to reduce oxygen in aqueous
electrolyte.[15b,20] Nevertheless, such motif lacks the selectivity
for H2O2 generation that oxygen feedstocks are usually reduced
to water through the four-electron pathway instead of desired
H2O2 (Figure 1a).[21] Modification of OFGs on nanocarbon
prominently promotes the selectivity for the two-electron ORR
pathway to generate H2O2. However, OFGs exhibit limited
capability to improve the kinetics for ORR with high overpotential and reduced H2O2 output (Figure 1b), and consequently,
require the assistance of additional active sites with high ORR
reactivity. Based on the above consideration, comodification of
atomic Co−Nx−C sites and OFGs affords a feasible strategy to
endow noble-metal-free electrocatalysts with high reactivity and
high selectivity for H2O2 electrosynthesis. Atomic Co–Nx–C
sites serve as active sites for oxygen reduction and OFGs promote the selectivity of the two-electron pathway (Figure 1c). We
found that atomic Co–Nx–C sites and OFGs function synergistically to render the Co–POC–O electrocatalysts with high H2O2
selectivity of ≈80% with a wide potential range, high reactivity
to afford an ORR potential at 1 mA cm−2 of 0.79 V versus RHE,
a small Tafel slope of 34 mV decade−1, and a high stability for
10.0 h, which is much better than most of the reported H2O2

electrocatalysts. The rational combination of multiple active
sites into 3D interconnected conductive hosts is an emerging
strategy for sustainable production of essential chemicals.
The comodification of atomic Co–Nx–C sites and OFGs was
performed by pyrolysis of the predesigned precursor and following oxidative acid treatment. Cobalt-coordinated framework
porphyrin (Co–POF) was selected as the pyrolysis precursor
because the covalently linked cobalt-coordinated porphyrin not
only shares similar chemical structure with Co–Nx–C sites,
but also possesses intrinsically ordered framework structure
with uniformly dispersed cobalt contents. Co–POF was one-pot
synthesized following the direct synthesis methodology using
benzene-1,4-dicarboxaldehyde and pyrrole as the building
blocks and cobalt acetate as the cobalt source, respectively.
Unfortunately, pure Co–POF tends to aggregate into dense
spheres with a diameter of several micrometers (Figure S1,
Supporting Information). This aggregated morphology is not
favorable for the fabrication of atomic Co–Nx–C sites. Therefore, graphene (shortened as G) was introduced as the template
to regulate the morphology of Co–POF for its uniform distribution. The morphology of the as-synthesized Co–POF with G
template was characterized by scanning electron microscopy
(SEM) and transmission electron microscopy (TEM). Compared
with bare G (Figure S2, Supporting Information), Co–POF
exhibits a homogeneous layered morphology of encapsulated
graphene (Figure 2a; Figure S3, Supporting Information).
According to the Fourier-transformed infrared spectrometry
(FTIR) results, the adsorption band of the carbonyl group in
BDA at 1700 cm−1 is significantly reduced in Co–POF, demonstrating the full conversion of BDA precursors into the desirable structure (Figure S4, Supporting Information). Compared
with the X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns of G, Co–POF exhibits
a distinct diffraction peat at 13°, suggesting the intrinsically
ordered framework structure of Co–POF (Figure S5, Supporting
Information).[22]
The elemental composition of Co–POF was analyzed using
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). Co–POF demonstrates
a reasonable nitrogen content of 10.1 at% and a detectable
cobalt content of 0.7 at%, while the nitrogen and cobalt contents
of G are negligible (Figure S6a, Supporting Information). Highresolution cobalt 2p XPS spectrum (Figure S6b, Supporting
Information) demonstrates the Co 2p3/2 and Co 2p1/2 spin–orbit
peaks at 780.0 and 795.5 eV, respectively. These signals indicate
that the cobalt content of Co–POF is in 2+ oxidation state.[23]
Further high-resolution nitrogen 1s XPS
spectrum of Co–POF is deconvoluted into
Co–N at 399.3 eV and pyrrole N at 400.1 eV,
implying cobalt ions are successfully coordinated within the porphyrin units as desired
precursors to fabricate atomic Co–Nx–C sites
(Figure 2b).[19,24]
The Co–POF with well-constructed Co–N
linking was pyrolyzed at 950 °C under argon
protection for the fabrication of atomic Co–
Nx–C sites within nanocarbon. The pyrolysis
product is named as Co–POC. SEM and TEM
images (Figure 2c; Figure S7, Supporting
Figure 1. Schematic of the synergistic strategy of atomic Co−Nx−C sites and oxygen functional Information) reveal a porous morphology of
Co–POC with nanoparticles inside the pores.
groups for H2O2 electrosynthesis on noble-metal-free electrocatalysts.
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Figure 2. The fabrication of Co–POC–O from the Co–POF precursor. a) TEM image and b) high-resolution nitrogen 1s XPS spectrum of Co–POF.
The inset in (a) shows the chemical structure of Co–POF. c) TEM image of Co–POC. d) XRD patterns of Co–POC and Co–POC–O. e) TEM image of
Co–POC–O. f) N2 isotherms and corresponding pore size distribution of Co–POC–O and Co–POF.

The inner diameters of the pores are approximately 20 nm.
The XRD patterns of Co–POC exhibit an intense diffraction
peak at 26° ascribed to crystallized carbon generated during
the pyrolysis process and three sharp peaks at 44°, 51°, and 76°
corresponding to the (111), (200), and (220) facets of metallic
cobalt (PDF#15-0806), respectively (Figure 2d). The formation
of metallic cobalt suggests that some coordinated cobalt ions
are reduced under reductive atmosphere and aggregated into
cobalt nanoparticles during the pyrolysis process. The cobalt
nanoparticles facilitate the porous structure of Co–POC. Elemental analysis of Co–POC using XPS demonstrates a slightly
reduced cobalt content of 0.6 at% compared with Co–POF as
shown in Figure S8a (Supporting Information). Additionally,
the high-resolution nitrogen 1s XPS spectrum of Co–POC
affords the Co–Nx–C signal at 399.3 eV, suggesting atomically
dispersed cobalt can be stabilized by surrounding carbon and
nitrogen and partially preserved in Co–POC during pyrolysis
(Figure S8b, Supporting Information).
Pyrolysis of the Co–POF precursor into porous Co–POC
generates atomic Co–Nx–C sites for ORR electrocatalysis but is
accompanied with element cobalt. In addition, OFGs are still
required as active sites for selective H2O2 electrochemical generation. Based on the above consideration, Co–POC was further
treated with nitric acid to simultaneously fabricate OFGs and
remove bulk Co nanoparticles. The product after surface oxidization was named as Co–POC–O which was directly employed
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as the electrocatalyst for H2O2 electrosynthesis. The XRD patterns of Co–POC–O afford an intensive diffraction peak at 26°
assigned to the (002) lattice face of crystallized carbon, indicating the carbon skeleton is well preserved during acid treatment (Figure 2d). More importantly, the XRD peaks of metallic
cobalt are disappeared without the formation of other cobalt
species, such as cobalt hydroxides or oxides. This result indicates metallic cobalt was fully dissolved by acid treatment. SEM
and TEM images of Co–POC–O demonstrate the morphology
of porous carbon without cobalt nanoparticles, further confirming the thorough removal of metallic cobalt to leave atomic
Co–Nx–C active sites (Figure S9, Supporting Information). The
diameter of the pores in Co–POC–O is estimated to be around
20 nm (Figure 2e), in agreement with the size of the cobalt
nanoparticles in Co–POC. Therefore, the cobalt nanoparticles
are inferred to contribute to the formation of the mesopores of
Co–POC–O at high temperature.[25]
The porosity of Co–POC–O was further quantificationally
evaluated based on the nitrogen adsorption/desorption isotherms. Compared with the Co–POF precursor, Co–POC–O
exhibits typical type-IV patterns with an obvious hysteretic loop
according to the IUPAC classification (Figure 2f), validating
the unique mesoporous structure of Co–POC–O. The specific
surface area of Co–POC–O is 268.2 m2 g−1 using the multipoint Brunauer–Emmett–Teller (BET) method. The pore size
distribution was determined according to the quenched solid
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Figure 3. Material characterization of Co–POC–O. a) Element analysis of Co–POF, Co–POC, and Co–POC–O based on XPS measurements.
b–d) High-resolution nitrogen 1s (b), oxygen 1s (c), and carbon 1s (d) XPS spectra of Co–POC–O. e) TEM image and f) corresponding EDS mapping
of carbon, nitrogen, oxygen, and cobalt.

density function theory (DFT) model. As expected, Co–POC–O
features abundant mesopores and higher pore volume of
0.46 cm3 g−1 than the Co–POF precursor of 0.18 cm3 g−1, which
are favorable for heterogeneous oxygen electrocatalysis.
The comodification of atomic Co–Nx–C sites and OFGs on
Co–POF–O was investigated using XPS. Co–POC–O demonstrates a comparable nitrogen content of 2.5 at% and slightly
lower cobalt content of 0.4 at% compared with Co–POC, respectively (Figure 3a; Figure S10, Supporting Information). Considering there is no metallic cobalt in Co–POC–O according to the
XRD and TEM characterization, we can infer that the cobalt
element is atomically dispersed within the carbon skeleton to
form atomic Co–Nx–C sites.[20a] High-resolution nitrogen 1s
XPS spectrum of Co–POC–O further reveals the existence of
Co–N interactions at 399.3 eV (Figure 3b). The detectable cobalt
content and XPS Co–N signals unambiguously identify the fabrication of atomically dispersed Co−Nx−C sites in Co–POC–O
for ORR electrocatalysis.
On the other hand, Co–POC–O exhibits a remarkable increase
of oxygen content (13.4 at%) over Co–POC after oxidative acid
treatment (Figure 3a). The intense oxygen peak in the XPS survey
spectrum of Co–POC–O implies successful fabrication of OFGs
(Figure S10, Supporting Information). High-resolution oxygen
1s XPS spectrum of Co–POC–O affords deconvoluted signals
of oxygen doubly bonded to carbon (CO, 40.7 at%) at 531.6 eV
and oxygen singly bonded to carbon (CO, 59.3 at%) at 533.2 eV
serving as the dominant species of OFGs (Figure 3c).[26] Further
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deconvoluted high-resolution carbon 1s XPS validates the OFGs
with bands of carbon in graphite (CC, 76.2 at%) at 284.5 eV,
carbon singly bound to oxygen (CO, 9.3 at%) at 286.1 eV, carbon
singly bound to nitrogen (CN, 5.8 at%) at 287.4 eV, carbon
bound to two oxygens (COOH, 4.4 at%) at 288.7 eV and the characteristic shakeup line of carbon in aromatic compounds (π–π*
transition, 4.2 at%) at 290.5 eV (Figure 3d).[27] Therefore, the OFGs
in Co–POC–O are identified as CO, CO, and COOH. Further elemental mapping using energy-dispersive X-ray spectrometer (EDS) in Figure 3f demonstrates the uniform distribution of
carbon, nitrogen, oxygen, and cobalt. The above characterization
provides solid evidence for the comodification atomic Co−Nx−C
sites and OFGs in the Co–POC–O electrocatalyst.
The co-existence of Co−Nx−C sites and OFGs in Co–POC–O
encourages further electrochemical evaluation of applying Co–
POC–O as an electrocatalyst for H2O2 electrosynthesis. The
electrochemical performance was tested using a three-electrode
system in oxygen-saturated 0.10 M KOH aqueous solution at
room temperature. The working electrode was a rotating ringdisk electrode (RRDE) where ORR takes place at the disk electrode while the in situ generated H2O2 is successively oxidized
at the ring electrode. The rotating speed was 1600 rpm. The
electrocatalysts were first homogeneously dispersed in ethanol
with Nafion as the binder and then deposited on the prepolished disk electrode of the RRDE, which was then directly
used in electrochemical measurements. The areal loading was
0.10 mg cm−2 for all the samples.
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Figure 4. Electrosynthesis of H2O2 on the noble-metal-free Co–POC–O electrocatalyst in O2-saturated 0.10 M KOH electrolyte. a) 95% iR-compensated
LSV profiles of Co–POC–O at a scan rate of 10.0 mV s−1. The inset in (a) shows the corresponding Tafel plots. b) H2O2 productivity and selectivity
on the noble-metal-free Co–POC–O electrocatalyst. c) Chronoamperometric response of the Co–POC–O electrocatalyst for stability evaluation.
d) Comparison of the reactivity and selectivity for H2O2 electrosynthesis on Co–POC–O and other reported electrocatalysts.

Figure 4a demonstrates the linear sweep voltammetry
(LSV) profiles of the Co–POC–O electrocatalyst. The disk current (id, solid line) represents the ORR current while the
ring current (ir, dashed line) monitors H2O2 production. The
Co–POC–O electrocatalyst exhibits high reactivity for oxygen
reduction to render an onset potential of 0.84 V versus the
reversible hydrogen electrode (RHE). The potential required
to reach the current density of 1.0 mA cm−2 is 0.78 V versus
RHE, which is much improved than the previously reported
results (Figure 4d). Moreover, the Tafel slope of Co–POC–O is
34 mV decade−1, suggesting rapid kinetics of oxygen reduction
on the Co–POC–O electrocatalyst.
Figure 4b exhibits the productivity and selectivity for H2O2
electrosynthesis using the Co–POC–O electrocatalyst based
on the data in Figure 4a. Evidently, high selectivity around
80% was achieved with a potential range from 0.50 to 0.80 V
versus RHE, indicating that ORR on the Co–POC–O electrocatalyst goes through the dominated two-electron pathway
with H2O2 as the final product. Specifically, Co–POC–O
affords the H2O2 selectivity of 85.6% at the current density of
1.0 mA cm−2, superior than many other reported electrocatalysts (Figure 4d).[9,13b,d,14b,16,28] The high ORR reactivity and
high selectivity for the two-electron process render Co–POC–O
as an excellent noble-metal-free electrocatalyst for H2O2 electrosynthesis. Consequently, high-sufficient H2O2 production
was accomplished. For instance, Co–POC–O achieves a H2O2
output of 2.98 mg cm−2 h−1 at the potential of 0.70 V versus
RHE. Long-term durability was evaluated according to the
chronoamperometric responses. Co–POC–O maintains 82.8%
and 92.7% of the ring and the disk current under continuous
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H2O2 production for 10.0 h, respectively (Figure 4c). The negligible decrease of the current density indicates the structural
stability of active sites under working conditions for robust electrochemical production. By comodifying atomic Co–Nx–C sites
and OFGs, Co–POC–O renders an impressive performance in
reactivity, selectivity, and stability, highly desired as superb electrocatalysts for green and sustainable H2O2 electrosynthesis.
In order to identify the synergy between atomic Co–Nx–C
sites and OFGs that contribute simultaneously to the high performance of H2O2 electrosynthesis, further mechanism investigation was carried out. Control samples were designed with
only one category of active sites (for either ORR reactivity or
H2O2 selectivity) but identical in other aspects. Concretely,
electrocatalysts with atomic Co–Nx–C sites but without OFGs
(named as Co–POC–R) and electrocatalysts with OFGs but
without atomic Co–Nx–C sites (named as POC–O) were fabricated and characterized in regard to morphology, composition,
and electrochemical performance.
The fabrication of Co–POC–R was otherwise identical as Co–
POC–O except treating Co–POC with nonoxidative hydrochloric
acid instead of oxidative nitric acid. Co–POC–R shares similar
mesoporous and cobalt nanoparticle–free morphology as Co–
POC–O verified by SEM and TEM images in Figure S11 (Supporting Information) and XRD patterns in Figure S12 (Supporting Information). The specific surface area of Co–POC–R
(268.6 m2 g−1) is also comparable with Co–POC–O with similar
pore volume and pore size distribution evaluated using the
same methods (Figure S13, Supporting Information). The XPS
survey spectrum of Co–POC–R demonstrates a much lower
oxygen content of 2.0 at% but similar cobalt content of 0.3 at%
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Figure 5. Mechanistic investigation on the noble-metal-free Co–POC–O electrocatalyst. a) 95% iR-compensated LSV profiles at a scan rate of
10.0 mV s−1, b) corresponding Tafel plots, and c) H2O2 selectivity of Co–POC–O, Co–POC–R, and POC–O electrocatalysts. d) Performance comparison
in regard to reactivity and selectivity for H2O2 electrosynthesis on Co–POC–O, Co–POC–R, and POC–O electrocatalysts. The inset in (d) shows the
mechanism scheme for synergistic H2O2 electrosynthesis. The carbon, nitrogen, oxygen, and cobalt atoms are marked with black, blue, yellow, and
red, respectively.

compared with Co–POC–O (Figure S14a, Supporting Information). Furthermore, the Co–N interaction can be clearly identified according to the high-resolution nitrogen 1s XPS spectrum of Co–POC–R, indicating the Co−Nx−C sites are inherited
(Figure S14b, Supporting Information). Based on the above
discussion, Co–POC–R is exclusively fabricated with Co−Nx−C
sites but without OFGs, serving an ideal control sample for
mechanism investigation.
The electrochemical performance of Co–POC–O was evaluated using the same method as Co–POC–O. As expected, the
Co–POC–R electrocatalyst exhibits similar ORR reactivity with
the potential at 1.0 mA cm−2 being 0.76 V versus RHE and the
Tafel slope of 33 mV decade−1 as Co–POC–O (Figure 5a,b).
However, the selectivity of Co–POC–R is significantly decreased
during H2O2 electrochemical production (Figure 5c). At the
potential of 0.70 V, the H2O2 selectivity of Co–POC–R is 21.4%
less than that of Co–POC–O. Considering similar Co−Nx−C
sites and the absence of OFGs, the loss in selectivity is mainly
attributed to the absence of OFGs in Co–POC–R. Therefore,
Co−Nx−C active sites promote the ORR reactivity for H2O2 electrosynthesis but require the assistance of OFGs for the selective
two-electron reduction.
On the other hand, POC–O with OFGs but without atomic
Co–Nx–C sites was fabricated following otherwise identical
procedures as Co–POC–O except using the cobalt-free precursors. Accordingly, framework porphyrin (named as POF) serves
as the cobalt-free precursor for pyrolysis and oxidative acid
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treatment. POF was prepared following the synthetic method
of Co–POF without the introduction of any cobalt source. The
layered sheet morphology of POF resembles that of Co–POF
according to the SEM and TEM images (Figure S15, Supporting
Information). XPS measurements of POF exhibit a reasonable
nitrogen content of 11.0 at% (Figure S16a, Supporting Information). High-resolution nitrogen 1s XPS spectrum further
demonstrates pyrrolic N as the dominant nitrogen species,
which is consistent with the molecular structure of POF
(Figure S16b, Supporting Information).
POC–O was obtained after pyrolysis of POF at 950 °C and following oxidation with nitric acid. As shown in Figure S17 (Supporting Information), POC–O remains the layered morphology
as Co–POC–O. POC–O also exhibits a comparable surface area
(240.5 m2 g−1), pore volume (0.36 cm3 g−1), and pore size distribution as Co–POC–O (Figure S18, Supporting Information).
The nitrogen and oxygen content of POC–O are 3.2 at% and
23.3 at% according to the XPS survey spectrum, respectively,
with similar tendency as Co–POC–O (Figure S19a, Supporting
Information). High-resolution nitrogen 1s XPS spectrum of
POC–O affords no Co–N species in agreement with the cobaltfree POF precursor (Figure S19b, Supporting Information).
Nevertheless, high-resolution oxygen 1s XPS spectrum of Co–
POC–O demonstrates two different deconvoluted peaks referring to CO of 37.6 at% and CO of 62.4 at% (Figure S19c,
Supporting Information). The configuration of OFGs and the
proportion of the oxygen species in POC–O are analogous to
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those of Co–POC–O, which are further confirmed by the identified CO and COOH species in the high-resolution carbon
1s XPS spectrum of POC–O (Figure S19d, Supporting Information). These experimental results manifest that POC–O is
an OFGs modified carbon material without cobalt content or
atomic Co−Nx−C sites.
Without the synergy of atomic Co−Nx−C sites, the POC–O
electrocatalyst performs poorer ORR reactivity compared with
Co–POC–O verified by lower potential of 0.67 V versus RHE
at 1.0 mA cm−2, lower limiting current, and higher Tafel slops
of 46 mV decade−1 (Figure 5a,b), suggesting that atomic Co−
Nx−C sites are essential to the reactivity of oxygen reduction.
In contrast, the selectivity for H2O2 electrosynthesis remains
almost the same on the POC–O electrocatalyst as Co–POC–O
(Figure 5c). Specifically, the selectivity at 0.7 V versus RHE is
80.2% for POC–O and 84.3% for Co–POC–O. Consequently,
OFGs render high selectivity for two-electron oxygen reduction
but requires atomic Co−Nx−C sites to improve the ORR reactivity for high-performance H2O2 electrosynthesis.
In order to further verify the contribution of atomic Co–Nx–C
toward high ORR reactivity, chemical shielding of the cobalt
content was conducted to restrict its functions. Thiocyanate ions
(SCN−) are commonly used as the inhibitor for transition metal
ions because of the ultrahigh stability constant of thiocyanatecoordinated complexes.[29] After the addition of KSCN into the
electrolyte, Co–POC–O exhibits an increased overpotential, a
declined limiting current in the LSV curves (Figure S20, Supporting Information), and a higher Tafel slop of 47 mV decade−1
(Figure S21, Supporting Information). These results indicate an
obvious loss in the reactivity of oxygen reduction after blocking
Co–Nx–C sites. However, as shown in Figure S22 (Supporting
Information), the selectivity of H2O2 production is of ignorable
change. Therefore, the shielding experiment additionally demonstrates that Co−Nx−C mainly contributes to the reactivity for
oxygen reduction while the selectivity of H2O2 electrosynthesis
is attributed to OFGs rather than Co−Nx−C.
Considering the above mechanism study based on control
samples, we proposed a synergistic strategy for the rational
design of noble-metal-free electrocatalyst with high-reactivity
and high-selectivity simultaneously achieved for H2O2 electrochemical production. As is exhibited in Figure 5d, the Co–
POC–R electrocatalyst with only atomic Co−Nx−C sites affords
ideal ORR reactivity but poor selectivity for the two-electron
pathway. As for the POC–O electrocatalyst with abundant OFGs
but without atomic Co−Nx−C sites, the H2O2 selectivity is high
but the inferior ORR reactivity limits the electrosynthetic efficiency. Therefore, simplex active site cannot satisfy multiple
targets or meet the demand of complex processes, for instance,
H2O2 electrosynthesis in our work. By comodification of atomic
Co−Nx−C sites and OFGs responsible for ORR reactivity and
two-electron pathway selectivity, respectively, the two active
sites synergistically contribute to the electrocatalytic H2O2 production to render significantly improved H2O2 productivity
(Figure S23, Supporting Information).
In order to further prove the practical performance of H2O2
electrosynthesis using the Co–POC–O electrocatalyst, the actual
concentration of H2O2 was measured to identify the accumulation of H2O2 in the electrolyte. After electrolyzing for 90 min at
a constant current of 100 mA, the H2O2 concentration can be
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easily accumulated to 1220 mg L−1 with the H2O2 production
rate of 813 mg L−1 h−1 (Figure S24, Supporting Information).
The faradaic efficiency is 64.1%, which is attributed to partial
H2O2 decomposition on the platinum counter electrode. Therefore, the Co–POC–O electrocatalyst serves as a promising candidate for H2O2 electrosynthesis with high yield and efficiency.
In summary, a synergistic strategy is proposed for the design
and fabrication of noble-metal-free electrocatalysts for highperformance H2O2 electrosynthesis. The atomic Co−Nx−C sites
and oxygen functional groups comodified carbon-based electrocatalyst (Co–POC–O) was synthesized by pyrolysis and oxidization of the cobalt-coordinated framework porphyrin precursor.
Both atomically dispersed Co−Nx−C sites and OFGs were
unambiguously identified in Co–POC–O using comprehensive characterizations. The Co–POC–O electrocatalyst exhibits
a remarkable performance for H2O2 electrochemical synthesis
with high reactivity to afford a high potential at 1 mA cm−2 of
0.79 V versus RHE, high selectivity over 80%, and excellent stability. Furthermore, mechanism study on the synergistic effect
of atomic Co−Nx−C sites and OFGs was performed to verify the
atomic Co−Nx−C sites and OFGs contribute to the reactivity
and selectivity for H2O2 electrosynthesis, respectively. This contribution not only affords rational design principles to fabricate
high-performance H2O2 electrocatalysts as a demonstration of
green chemistry, but also the strategy of endowing advanced
materials with multiple active sites for the synthesis of important chemicals in a green and sustainable way.
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